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• Are occasional crises the “price” of higher growth (Rancière-Tornell-Westermann, 2008)?

• Non-linearity: credit only good up to a point (Arcand-Berkes-Panizza, 2015)?

Key argument of this project: the allocation of credit may be another explanation
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Our contribution: historical time series bridging the gap between micro and macro

• Long time series for most countries

• Much more granular data than previous sources



The Global Credit Project

A cross-country panel database measuring the allocation of credit across sectors

• Data on outstanding domestic credit, by sector

• Combines more than 600 individual sources, mostly newly digitized

• Harmonized sector classifications with help of more than 150 individuals at national authorities

Our goal: create a one-stop shop for global credit data

1. Incorporate all major existing sources of credit data

2. Extend existing time series for total credit

3. Add sectoral data

Details: Müller and Verner (ReStud, forthcoming), “Credit Allocation and Macroeconomic Fluctuations”

Data: www.globalcreditproject.com
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New credit data

> 600 country-specific sources

Existing credit data

from IMF, BIS, other researchers

Harmonization of…

• Sector classification

• Coverage

• Time series breaks

Global Credit Project

189 countries

1910-2014

2-60 sectors (avg.=16)
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Data sources 
and construction



Examples of data sources: Canada and Belize



What constitutes “credit”?

In our data, mostly loans by deposit-taking institutions

• The statistics we construct are based on the asset side of financial institutions

• These data are aggregated from bank-level surveys, usually collected by bank supervisors

What is not covered by the data?

• Not always reported: domestically held bonds

• Not covered: internationally held bonds, cross-border loans

How big of an omission is it?

• To some extent an open question

• Müller-Verner (2023): Bond markets too small to matter for link between credit allocation and output 
    (at least historically)



Our data match aggregates in existing datasets



Applications



Structural change in firm credit over time

Large decrease in manufacturing credit, rise of construction and tertiary sector

Source: Müller and Verner (ReStud, forthcoming). Figure shows average values for advanced economies.



A granular view into credit booms before banking crises

Prominent case studies suggest wide dispersion in credit growth across sectors

Source: Müller and Verner (ReStud, forthcoming)



Credit allocation and business cycles

Credit expansions to tradable and non-tradable sectors are followed by different GDP growth

Source: Müller and Verner (ReStud, forthcoming)



Decomposing credit growth around banking crises

Stark difference between credit to tradable and non-tradable sectors

Source: Müller and Verner (ReStud, forthcoming)



Financial Kuznets facts

As countries get richer, manufacturing share goes down faster for credit than value added

(a) Manufacturing (b) Construction/real estate



Our data allow addressing many new and old questions

Dai, Müller, and Verner (in progress)

• Are long-run changes in the sectoral composition of credit driven by demand or supply factors?

• What is the effect of changes in credit policy that historically have been used to steer lending?

Ivashina, Kalemli-Özcan, Laeven, and Müller (in progress)

• Does commercial real estate play a role in boom-bust cycles? If so, why?

• Does the recovery from financial crises depend on where credit was flowing before?

Liu, Müller, and Verner (in progress)

• How can we measure “credit-bites-back risk” (Kashyap-Stein, 2023)?

• Does incorporating granular data on credit markets help forecast deep economic downturns?

Many other open questions



Conclusion

The Global Credit Project introduces novel statistics on credit by sector

• Broad coverage of advanced and emerging economies

• New sectoral data starts in 1940, new long-run data on total credit starts in 1910

These data open up new possibilities for research in macro, finance, development, and trade

• Check out the data on www.globalcreditproject.com 

• All comments are welcome

Future plans

• Continuous improvements and updates

• Future releases: More detailed industry-level data, household credit by “type”, monthly data

Interested in these topics? Please get in touch!
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